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OnceMore Tiger Cinder Men Win A. C. Glee Club Our Varsity Nine Gontinnes Its
State Inter-Collegiate TrackMeet
Entertains March To S. C. Championship
CLEMSON LOSES TENN1NS MEET
CLEMSON 81 1-2; ALL OTHERS 80
1-2 TELLS TALE OF STATE
Childs and Littlejonn Defeats Grier
TRACK MEET
and Gray—Gray Defeats Dansler
—Grier loses Deciding Match To
Tigers Again Set the Pace lor Other
Floyd.
Contenders—Carolina Comes Second—Entire Clemson Tteam Stars
By winning two matches out of
—Tigers Win First in Every Track three, Wofford defeated Clemson in
Event.
a tennis meet held here on Saturday
afternoon.
Once more the fleet-footed Tigers
Doubles were played first. Gray
invaded Davis field for the state
and Grier opposed Littlejohn and
inter-collegiate track and field meet,
Childs. Clemson won the first set
and once again the Tigers returned
by hard playing only to lose the seto their lair in the foothills of the
cond one.
The third and last set
Blue Ridge with the proverbial bacon
went into deuce games, and was hotOn last Saturday afternoon with the
ly contested throughout,
Wofford
weather better suited for football
finally nosing out Clemson after
than track the question of track
many games had been played. The
supremacy was decided in the state
feature of this last set was the playof South Carolina for 1922. When
ing of Gray and Grier after the set
the final curtain had been run down
was seemingly lost. With the score
and the scores tabulated, it was
2—5 in favor of Wofford, Gray and
found that the Tigers led with 81 1-2
Grier won three straight games deucpoints, Carolina second with
64
ing the set. Littlejohn of Wofford
points, Wofford third with 14 1-2
played a spectacular game at the net
points, and Newberry bringing up the
and his accurate vollying proved the
rear with 2 points.
undoing of Gray and Grier.
TIGERS LEAD FROM START
Gray played the next match a
The Tigers captured first and segainst Dansler.
Gray won easily
cond in the 100 yard dash and from
and at no stage of the game did he
thai time on, they led all other conextend himself. The match was play
testants by a healthy margin. Altho
ed off in fast time only twelve games
the meet was somewhat in doubt unbeing played.
til chose to the end the Tigers were
The last and deciding set went to
never headed. As event after event
Wofford. Grier opposed Floyd and
was run off the Tigers gradually inlost in two straight sets. .The second
creased their lead until at the close
set was very close and at times it
they were 17 1-2 points ahead of the
looked like Grier would win. Floyd
Gamecocks who won second by a
played a steay game
throughout
healthy margin. Speaking from a
the match.
competitive standpoint,
the meet
Gray and Grier go to Greenville
could have almost been called a dual
Monday to enter the State Tournameet between Carolina and Clemson
men.
for Wofford and Newberry never had
The result of the meet was as fola chance of winning. Citadel and
lows:
P. C. failed to enter teams for some
reason or other.
Gray and Grier ....
9—4—7
7—6—9
Redfern Bright Luminary of Meet Littlejohn and Childs
"Doc" Redfern, inspired with the Gray
6
6
old Tiger spirit and running as he Dansler
0
0
had never run before, ran race after
race with apparently unlimited en- Grier
3
8
6
—10
durance and gathered up the largest Floyd
total of points of any man in the
Umpire-—Sloan and Horton.
meet. It has been many years, if ever,
since a wearer of the purple and gold
collected as many points as did "Doc" CAROLINA MEN GIVEN BANQUET
in this meet. Entered in the 100 and
On last Wednesday evening the
220, he pushed Salley to the tape in
visit of the Carolina Gamecock to
each event.
In the 440 he won
the Tiger lair was the occasion for
pretty much as he pleased, while in
a most enjoyable banquet given by
the 220 hurdles he won from Wade
The Faculty to the members of both
by a hair's breath in the last twenty
teams. Good things to eat were
yards. The relay was his last race
plentiful and the enmities of dia. of the day and starting the race with
mond and gridiron were speedily forPoole, Carolina's crack sprinter, he
gotten in a spirit of friendliness and
passed the baton to the next man on
good fellowship. Upon the conclusthe team with a start of more than
ion of the splendid dinner, the assemten yards. "Doc" two firsts and two
blage was entertained by interesting
seconds and a place on the winning
short talks from President Riggs, Dr.
relay team gave this young Tiger a
Calhoun, and Mr. Belk, of the Carototal of 17 1-4 points, and he thus
lina team. These speakers all comled Waite of Carolina by 2 1-4 points
mended the cordial athletic relation
Salley, Young, Wade and Harden
existing between Carolina and ClemAlso Star.
son, and especially emphasized the
Captain Salley ran the 100 and the fact that the aims and purposes of
220 in his usual dependable style. these two great institutions are parIn the 220 he clipped 3-5 second from allel and almost identical. The whole
his time in the meet of last year even occasion was an entire success and
though the track was very heavy was thoroughly enjoyed by all who
from a day's rain and the weather were present.
was much unsuited for second time.
He also ran an anchor man on the
Ye Flapper Blues
relay and by winning both dashes,
Ain't no use of living, nothing
he garnered in 11 1-4 points for the
gained,
purple and gold.
Ain't no use of eating, just pain.
Young was the only other Tiger
to get as many as ten points. He Ain't no use in kissing, he'll tell,
Ain't no use of nothing, Oh well.
(Continued on page S.)

Large Crowd Attends Annual Con- TIGERS DOWN THE GAMECOCKS TIGERS TAKE ONE FROM
cert Given Saturday Night.
DAVIDSON
Tigers Take Sweet Revengi -One
Hitting in Pinches Wins For ClemStep Nearer State Pennant.
On Saturday night, April 29th, the
son 4 to 3.
State championship Stock
rose
Anderson College Glee Club gave its
annual concert.
Sophomores
and like a flash Friday afternoon when
Timely hitting hung up another
freshmen who had the price, and all the Gamecocks went down before the
win
for the Tiger varsity Thursday
of the juniors and seniors who were Tigers to the tune of 3 to 1. The
not stranded financially as a result three run lead taken in the third was over the Davidson Wildcats. Davis,
of the Junior-Senior Banquet expen- never threatened until the eighth and the Clemson slabman pitched good
ses turned out to be entertained by then the visitors made but one count. ball and was very effective in the
the girls from the "Electric City." Swetenburg kept their six hits well pinches. He kept the Davidson hits
In their quest for entertainment, they scattered except in the eighth when scattered over six innings. Turnipseed and Keel carried off the extra
were not disappointed, for the hour two hits scored Peters.
The Tigers scored in the third base honors for Clemson each getting
and half of songs and dances passed
when Herron got a single and went a triple. Reames and Herron garnedonly too quickly.
to
second on a wild one by first. ed two singles apiece.
After "Vince" Martin and "Daddy"
The fun started in the first frame.
Dorman had succeeded in collecting Woodward whiffed and Reames was
all of the stray dimes and quarters up. On a fielders choice and slow Herron walked, Woodward advanced
from the cadets who had come in work by short, Reames made first him on an infield out. Reames singlrubber. ed just inside the third base foul
without purchasing tickets at the and Herron crossed the
door, the girls marched in from the Turnipseed's drive into left field put line, scoring Herron. Then Turnipfront of the Chapel and started the him on second with Reames at the seed met one for three sacks and
program by singing several old hot corner. A sacrifice by Salley Reames counted. Turnipseed tallied
Turnipseed on a perfect sacrifice by Salley.
familiar songs. These songs were brought Reames and
In the eighth, with the score tied,
home.
followed by "Kentucky Babe," by
The gamecocks made their lone Herron singled to start the inning.
the quartet; "Little Bunch of Honeyness," by Miss Norma Bass and Miss score in the eighth, Peters trippled, Wodward sacrificed him to second.
Elizabeth Cowher;"Santa Lucia," by Wallace flew out to right field. A Reames hit one to Freeman that was
the Glee Club; and "Blue Danube," single by Langston scored Peters. too slow to handle and Freeman threw
by the quartet. The reading was ex- Besides pitching a good game, Peters wild to first allowing Herron and
ceptionally well
rendered, and was the leading hitter for the visitors Reames to advance. Herron crossed
the pan on Woodward's sacrifice.
"Little Papyose" by the entire club getting two doubles and a tripple.
This
concluded the scoring.
ended the first part of a good proNed Salley lead the hitting for the
The visitors scored in the fifth
gram.
Tigers getting two singles. Murr
The graceful dancing of the little swatted out a pretty Texas Leaguer when a single, two errors, a stolen
Misses Frances and Lena Miles and Keel got a single. Jack Reames base and another single counted for
Wever won much applause from the stole most everything tne catcher two markers. They hung up another
audience. They were recalled several had for out of three times on first he in the eight on a double, a sacrifice
and a single.
times by the delighted spectators. stole second.
The box score.
If possible, more graceful and finishBox Score:
Clemson—
ed than that given by the two little Clemson
AB R H PO A E
Misses was the dance rendered by
AB R H PO
Herron, If
2
2 2 1
0 0
4 1 1 4
Miss Evelyn White. The dancing Heron If,
Woodward,
2
b
...
3
0
4
0
4 1
Woodward,
2b
...
4
0
was a feature of the program.
Reames, rf
4 1 2
1
0
0
3 1
The Glee Club has a real artist in Reames, rf
Turnipseed,
lb
..
2
1
1
9
0
1
4 1
the person of Miss Norma Bass. The Turnipseed lb
Salley, ss ...
2 0 0 4 1 1
rare charm of her voice and the ex- Salley, ss
3 0
Gibson, cf
3 0 0 3 0 Q
cellent selections rendered were ap- Gibson, cf
4 0
Murr,
3
b
...
2 0 0 1 1 0
preciated by everyone present. Much Murr, 3 b
2 0
Keel, c
3 0 1 4 1 0>
of the success of the program was Keel c
2 0
Boone, c .._
0 0 0 0 1 ndue to the pianist, Miss Harris. The Swetenburg p
3 0
Davis, p ...
3 0 0 0 2 0"Spring Song," followed by the Alma
Totals
29 3 52711 1
Mater sung by the entire Club comTotals
24 4 6 27 10 a
pleted the program which can cer- Carolina—
AB R H PO A E Davidson—
tainly be praised as one of the best.
Evans 2b
3 0 0 3 1 0
AB R H PO A E
M. Erwin, 2b
5 11110
Langston,
If
4
0
2
0
0
1
ON TO THE JUNIOR-SENIOR
L.
Erwin,
ss
3 0 1110
Snipes, rf
3 0 0 2 0 0
Crawford,
lb
4
0 1 11 0 0
Belk
ss
3
0
10
3
1
The Biggest Ever Staged in the His4 112 0 0
Porter, lb
4 0 0 6 11 McLeod, If
tory of Clemson College.
4 0 110 0
Kern, 3b
4 0 0 110 Brice, cf
McMillan,
c
4 0 2 4 3 0
Gressette,
cf
3
0
0
0
0
0
The largest crowd that has ever
3 0 0 10 2 0 Freeman, 3b ...._ 4 113 2 0
assembled at Clemson for a Junior- Holland, c
4 0 1110
3 13 2 0 0 Brown, rf
Senior banquet will gather in the Peters, p
McPherson,
p
4 0 10 3 0
Wallace,
2b
10
0
0
0
0
mess hall on next Friday night.
According to authenic history we
Totals
36 3 10 24 11 0
Totals
311 6 248 3
have no record of more than 492
Score by innings:
Score
by
innings.
names ever appearing on the list beDavidson—
000 020 010—3
Clemson —
003 000 OOx
fore.
300 000 Olx—4
Carolina—
000 000 010 Clemson—
The stage is set. The mess hall
Summary—Three base hits, TurSummary. Earned runs, Clemson 3,
looms up in all its glory. Due to
Carolina 1. Three base hits, Peters, nipseed, Keel. Two base hits, M.
the earnest efforts of the Junior deSacrifice hits, Woodward,
Belk. Two base hits, Peters 2. Base Erwin.
corating committee the mess hall is
on balls, Peters 2, Swetenburg 1, Turnipseed, Salley, L. Erwin. Stolen
decorated as it has never been decorStruck out by Peters 9, Swetenburg bases, Freeman, McMillan, L. Erwin.
ated in the past. Its gentle, simple,
2, Left on bases, Clemson 6, Caro- Double plays, M. Erwin to Crawford.
beauty is beyond rebuke. The reStruck out by McPherson, 2; by Davis
lina. 6.
mark was made the other day by a
4. Base on balls off McPherson, 3.
man who has resided at
Clemson On next Friday morning the train Hit by pitcher, Herron (by McPhersince the first decoration was hung, arriving at Calhoun and Cherrys will son). Time of game 1:35. Umpire
"I have never seen the place look have out the cosmopolitan damsels May and Werner.
prettier."
that are to honor the members of
Every Senior, every Junior, every the two upper classes by their presSpoonfitionials
girl that is fortunate enough to be ence on this particular occasion. The
There are two ways of telling how
in love with a Senior or Junior looks fellows who were fortunate as to be
forward with eager eyes to the com- placed on the reception committee late a man was out last night, his
ing of this festival. They all think will have the first peep at their rare statement and the amount of powder on his coat.
of it as the one big occasion of the beauties.
year.
Therefore, let us all hope that the
Along with the other things im- sun which shines at reveille and drill
ported into Clemson is the fairer sex. will also shine on next Friday.

Did you know that Cleopatra was
an Irishman.
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EDITORIAL
Now is the time of the year, fellows, when if you don't study your
conscience hurts you.
You realize
that there are only a few steps to
the final goal, and you realize that
it is your duty to reach that goal.
Then reach that goal, and reach it in
time to go across as winner.
The underclassmen are looking
forward to next year, to the time
when they will enter a higher class,
and will be one step nearer their
diplomas. The freshmen are dreaming of leaving the boredom of "Ratdom," and the "Wise Ones" are
thinking of assuming a more dignified bearing. The juniors cannot
help looking ahead at the diplomas
that shines in the distance for one
more trial and then they will be on
the home stretch. But the seniors—
they are the men who are really
working, or think they are. Every
senior, no matter what viewpoint he
may hold, knows the value of his
diploma and he is determined to get
that diploma at any cost of labor
and extra work. They are beginning
to realize that they are almost
alumni—men of the world and not
of college.
So, men, the time draws nearer;
exams (those same old exams) are
creeping up on us day by day. Let's
work day by day so that they won't
find us unprepared.
Get into the
work and do it with your best. Go
home with a report that you are not
ashamed of, one that you will be
proud of and only too glad to show
the folks at home.
THE JUNIOR-SENIOR

BANQUET

On Friday night there will be one
of the largest gatherings of young
ladies that the old campus has ever
seen. From all over the State, and
from places near and far, young
ladies of the South will arrive at
Clemson. The night of the annual
Junior-Senior,
and a night to be
made one of the best on record. We
must make it a roaring succes, and
the only way in which this can be
accomplished is By the united efforts
of all. All for one, one for all!
Let's put our strength in and push
"for all we are worth. But have you
men ever thought about the other
side of the question?
Clemson is being watched from
every side, and this occasion must be
a success in every rray In order to
insure the success of the banquets
in the future.
Some fellows lose
grip of themselves in the strees of
excitement, and regret it afterwards.
Such cannot be; it not only hurts the
man himself but it hurts the college.
So, fellows,, let's look at this thing
from the right viewpoint. Let us
play our parts.
The decoration committee
been working faithfully, and they
now have the old mess hall lool
like a picture. The plans for the
dance have all been made, and it
promises to be one of the biggest oi
its kind. Everything is ready—may
the fifth dawn fair and promisin

THE POOR STUDENT

singing's done," the old adage says. art, J. M., the joker, entertained the
Furman will be there when the last society with some very good jokes.
The Poor Student has been re- song is sung."—Furman Hornet.
The debate was then taken up. The
minded for so long a time that he
query was, Resolved:
"That the
But what will that last song be? Double Standard of Morals Should be
is a fool and a weakling, that he is
How, a- Abolished." Messrs. Traxler W. C
just throwing away his time and There's no telling—yet.
money, that is holding himself up bout, "Oh, We Rode Old Furman on and Capplemann G. J. S., upheld the
to be ridiculed by the other student, The Rail?"
affirmative side, while Messrs. Traxespecially the wealthy ones, that he
ley D. W. and Gooding P. H., upheld
What about the State Track Meet,
would be better off down on some
the negative side. There were some
farm, that he isn't learning anything fellows. Did we win it? Win it we very interesting points brought out
except how to be polite until now he did, and a clean sweep at that. Base- on both sides, but the judges decided
has concluded that these things are ball, track, and then—. The regu- in favor of the affirmative.
true after all and that College isn't lar army would not suffice to protect
It was decided at this meeting to
the place for him or .any other poor that goal line.next fall. What goal take in new members at the next
boy. The case of the Poor Girl is line? Oh, that would be telling!
meeting free of charge, and allow
just as bad. She is accused of going
All set for the triple meet in At- them to enter next year as old mem
to college to learn the latest styles,
bers of the Society. So the Palmetto
that is, how high to wear her dresses lanta between Auburn, Tech and Literary Society extends a cordial
how to paint her chuexs and powder Clemson. The Tigers will be there invitation to all men who are not
her nose so that she will then be when .the roll is called, and then for members of a society to visit the
competent to win any youth's heart the merry time—a pretty clash.
Palmetto next Friday night, and
that she may desire. These students
join if they so desire. The Palmetto
The
biggest
yet!
Won't
the
Old
are certainly in a bad fix if they alis one of the biggest and best Socielow themselves to think for once Tiger wear a smile on Friday night ties at Clemson College, so come up
if
the
weather
man
just
plays
fair,
that they haven't an equal showing
and join and let us make it the bigin the schools and colleges of Ameri- and treats us as he should.
gest and best society here.
ca.
EXCHANGE
CAROLINA
YOUR COLLEGE RECORD
The Carolina Literary Society held
Remember This One?
its regular weekly meeting FridayThe impression which you make
A farmer's son sitting on a rail night and a very interesting program
upon your fellows lasts long after fence was accosted uy a stranger was carried out. The crowd howyou have captured the sheepskin. from the city, who opened the con- ever, was very small. The orator
Your good and bad qualities in older versation as follows.
given by Mr. C. C. Crowther was
life are those same qualities by which
"Potatoes don't look very good do very good, also the reading given
you were know in college.
The they?"
by Mr. R. M. Erwin was very interestfriends you make in college are the
"Can't," drawled the rustic, "their ing. The Humorist, Mr. R. N. Gramen who will stand by you ready to eyes are full of dirt."
ham kept the crowd in an uproar of
give you aid in life's road. You may
Corn seems sort of yellow," con- laughter by his numerous jokes. The
joke about a companions wrong do- tinued the stranger, venturing on a subject for debate was: Resolved,
ings, his lies, or his dishonesty, while new subject.
That The U. S. Government Should
you are his classmate at college; but
"Yep," answered the boy, "that's Pass a Law Regulating the Price Of
would you give that man a place of the kind we planted."
Cotton. The affirmative side was
responsibility in business life? Would
"You won't get more than half a upheld my Messrs. R. L. Coleman and
you lend him a large sum of money? crop"_ persisted the stranger.
R. N. Graham; the negative side was
Would you care to have him marry
"Don't expect to," replied the opposed by Messrs T. L. Vaughan
your sister? Just ask yourself those boy, "the landlord gets the other and W. T. Fripp. Both sides were
questions.
half."
strongly argued but the judges finalFellows, we are in college primari"You aren't far from a fool," re- ly decided in favor of the negative
ly to make a name for ourselves, torted the stranger.
side.
that will last long after we have fin- "Not mor'n ten feet," countered the
ished college. Let's do all we can boy.
THE COLUMBIAN
to make that name a synonym for
The city chap moved on.—Purple
On Friday evening the Columbian
honesty, moral righteousness, and and Gold.
Literary Society held its
regular
good fellowship.
meeting. This meeting was characterSome girls are born ugly, and ized by the large attendance. Mr. J.
FAMOUS TRACK BUILDER GIVES others bob their hair.
L. Betsill, declaimer of the evening,
FORMULAS FOR SPEED
Powder was invented 2,000 years entertained the Society with, "The
B. C. by the Chinese in the worship Song of the Wage Slave." The joker
"Dad" Moulton makes men run of their gods. It is used by girls Mr. H P. Walker, gave a number of
faster. He slices off two-fifths of a 2000 A. D. for the same purpose.— well selected jokes.
second from the time required to run Salvage.
The debate, Resolved: That the
the 100-yard dash, and does it painTwo Term System Will Work Better
lessly.
A school paper is a great invention, Than the Present Three Term SysIt is a mechanical process with
The school gets all the fame,
tem at Clemson, was very interesting
"Dad". His formula is simple.
The printer gets all the money,
and biterly contested. The affirmaMoulton builds a cinder running
And the staff gets all the blame. tive was upheld by Messrs. J. C. Aull
track so "fast" that the sprinter
and A. E. Kay while the negative
runs four yards faster than he could HISTORY OF COLLEGE
was defended by Messrs. F. E. TayENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
on the old-style dirt and cinder track.
lor and W. J. Stribling.
"Dad's" record since he built his
The negative side won.
Statistics compiled by Walton C.
first track at the University of Min- John, Department of the Interior,
nesota 2 5 years ago, proves his claim. shows that college entrance requireA colored boy walked into a local
He has built more and faster tracks ments in the United States began in drug store and asked permission to
than any other man in the world. 1642, when Harvard College publish- use the telephone. Then he called
an announcement stating that,
His total is 14, seven more than ed
"When any scholar is able to read up Mr. Jones, and the following con"Sparrow" Robinson,
his nearest Tully extempore, and make and speak versation took place.
rival, has built.
true Latin in verse and prose, and
"Is this you, Mistah Jones?"
This veteran track builder has decline perfectly the paradigms of
"Yes."
worked out a self-draining, indestruc- nouns and verbs in the Greek tongue
"Well, Mistah Jones, I saw yo' ad
tible-by-ravages-of-time type of track then he may be admitted into the col- in de paper the other day, and you
which he believes will be the fastest lege." The College of William and wanted a colored boy; did you get
Mary followed Harvard's example in
in the world. It will be installed at 1693, and Yale made similar provis- one?"
Stanford university and will cost ions in 1720.
"Yes."
$14,000.
Arithmetic was added by Yale in
"Is he giving perfect satisfaction?"
1745, and a stipulation in force at
It's composition is as follows:
"Yes, he's giving perfect satisfacOne inch of crushed rock, rolled this time provided that each candi- tion."
date "shall bring sufficient testimony
hard.
"Well, Mistah Jones, providen this
of his blameless and inoffensive life."
Cover the crushed rock with three Geography, elementary algebra, geo- colored boy don't give perfect satisinches of Redwood shavings.
metry, history and physical geogra- faction, you call me at 504."
Then a two-inch layer of crushed phy were gradually added by difThe colored boy turned and startferent universities. By 187 5 French ed out, and the druggist who had
rock, one-inch size, rolled.
and German had equal recognition
One inch if dirt and clay mixed as entrance subjects at Harvard. overheard remarked: "You didn't do
equally is next in the scheme.
Princeton included English composi- any good, did you?"
Then follows two inches of two- tion in 1870.
"Yes, sah," came the reply. "Ise
As a writer in the New York Times dat oclored boy what's working down
thirds clay and one^third cinders,
points out, the order of importance there. Ise just checking up to see
mixed.
of prescribed subjects has been reFinish it all off with one inch of versed in recent years. Until a few how I stand.
clay and cinders, mixed half and half. years ago, Latin and Greek occupied
J O. JONES
This track will offer a resiliency first place, but since 1885, English
unequaled in no other running track. has gained the ascendancy. Starting
WTLL HAVE
with grammar, the, subject has been
The Redwood shavings is what will broadened to include composition,
A FULL DISPLAY
turn the trick. Several years of rhetoric, and extended study of the
OF
experimenting have proved this fact. best both English and American litMEN'S FURNISHINGS
erature. Mathematics is the only subIN BARRACKS
ject that has maintained its original
DANGER DON' WORRY THE
MAY 12—13—1922
place
in
a
long
range
of
years.—UniTIGER versity News Notes.
"In fact, McLeod is Clemson's
terror. He has them at his mery"—
Furman Hornet.
The old Tiger is not asleep—never
worry!
"Mac", instead of being
merely a "terror," may be a "holy
terror" when the Tigers finish on
the eleventh—if he pitches then.
"Preaching is not over until the

r,

CLIFT CRAWFORD

PALMETTO
The Palmetto Literary Society held
CLEANING
its regular meting Friday night, and
there was a good attendance. SevAND
eral members on the program were
absent, so part of the program had
PRESSING
to be omitted. The declaimer of->the
evening, Mr. Garvin, P. M., gave an "THE ARGUMENT IS ALL IN THE
interesting declamation. Mr. StewWORKMANSHIP"
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SENECA, 8. O.

"V" CAFETERIA
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
IS NOW
SERVING THE BEST OF FOOD
COOKED UNDER
SANITARY CONDITIONS
REGULAR MEALS—LUNCHES
THROUGHOUT THE DAY.
Y. U. C. A. BASEMENT

- 1

JSfarry <£, ll/allaee
OFFICIAL PiHOTOG/RAFHER
TAPS '22
LATEST STYLES IN
PHOTOGRAPHY
Studio Two Doors North of
BLUE RIDGE DEPOT
ANDERSON, 8. O.

THE COMMUNITY STORE, INC.
DRY GOODS, AND SHOES,
FANCY AND STAPLE GROCERIES,
CRACKERS,
CANDIES, and
FRUITS.
We Solicit the Patronage of the
CLEMSON CADETS

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
1,700,000,000 is approximately
the population of the world. 5©.
000,000 die annually.
5,728 die hourly.
05 die every minute.
18 persons died while yon were
reading this.
It is time to apply for a Southeastern Retirement Income Policy.
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Greenville, 8. C.
T. G. Poats, Dlst. Agent
Spartanburg, S. C.
G. H. Aull, Locaj Ageilt
Clemson College, 8. C.
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ONCE MORE TIGER CINDER
High jump—First, Smith, CaroMEN WIN lina; second, Bennett, Wofford; third
Erwin, Carolina;
Hall Clemson;
(continued from page one.)
Williams, Clemson tied.
took the mile very much as he pleas- 880 yard dash—First, Wood, Clemed. In the two mile he trailed Pre- son; second, Parson, Carolina; third,
roMlbU 8«rrlM
vost, Carolina's entry, up to within Rice, Clemson; fourth, Collins, Wofto OIMMOH Tigwa
250 yards of the finish and then ford. Time, Two minutes eight sewith a wonderful burst of speed he conds.
220 low hurdles—First, Redfern,
ROOM St.
HA I,I, HO. 1 passed the fleet-footed
Gamecock
Clemson; second, Wade, Clemson;
and
came
in
first.
Young
deserves
W. » PIKB, Mftnogar
much credit for winning both of third Barre, Carolina; fourth, Borts,
these hard races on such a heavy Newberry. Time, 2 6 2-5 seconds.
Running broad jump—First, Smith
track.
Carolina;
second, Williams, ClemWade once again demonstrate his
superiority in the high hurdles and son; third, Bennett, Wofford; fourth
won first place easily. In the .low Pooole, Carolina and Davis tied. Dishurdles, Redfern pulled somewhat of tance, 2 0.2 feet.
Relay race—Clemson, first; Caroa surprise and Wade had to be conAND
tent with second. By running in the lina second, Clemson's team composrelay, Wade collected a total of 9 1-2 ed of Redfern, Wade, Williams, Salley, Carolina's team composed of
points for the benefit of Clemson.
Altho Harden failed to win the Poole, Barre, Meeks and Hanahan.

Tlfe Barracks
BARBER SHOP

SPECIAL SALE
Fountain Pens
Eversharp
Pencils

javelin throw, he showed the specta
tors that the unbeaten Waite had met
a
foe worthy of his steel. In a hard
AT
fought battle for first place Harden
hurled the spear well over 17 3 feet
which distance breaks Harden's old
college record by six feet. Waite
however, was not to be outdone, and
he beat Harden's throw by a scant
two feet.
Space alone prevents the mention
ing of every man individually, fqr
every Clemson entry did star In
the meet. Every member of the team
made at least one point and the
Tigers placed one man in every event
and two in nearly all. Of the fifteen
first places, the Tigers won nine
while Carolina was content with six.
Waite Stars for Carolina
Alex Waite, Carolina's young Hercules, again displayed his prowess in
the weight events and captured first
place in all three for a total of 15
CLINT TAYLOR, PROPD3TOR
points. Waite has broken the present records in. all three events durHAS NOW PUT IN A SHINE ing Carolina's previous meets of the
PARLOR, FRUITS, CANDIES, AND
TOBACCO;
SHOES AND SHOE year.
Smith closely followed Waite and
LACES; POLISH, SHOE
CREAM,
AND DYES; "SHOE REPAIRING", he won first in each jump and seRUBBER HEELS; CLEANING AND cond in the high hurdles for a total
PRESSING, ALTERING ANYTHING
OP CLOTH. THE ONLY 8 IN 1 of 13 points.
No one from Wofford was able to
PLACE AT CLEMSON FOR OUR
TIGER MEN.
capture a first place altho Gleaton
took three seconds for a total of nine
Newberry's only entry captured
fourth in each of the hurdle races.
Weather Unsuited for a Meet
After a day and half of hard rains,
the track was very heavy and far
from conducive for record
time.
The temperature reminded one more
of January than of May. Working
under such a handicap, none of the
jumpers were able to perform up to
their usual standard and all of the
other events were necessarily slowed.
Results in Detail
Following is the summary of the
events, first, place counting five
points, second three, third two and
fourth one:
100 yard dash—First and second,
Salley and Redfern, Clemson; third,
Gleaton, Wofford; fourth Poole,
. . of . .
Carolina. Time: 10 2-5 seconds.
Shot put—First, Waite, Carolina;
second, Carter,
Clemson;
third,
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS Brock, Carolina; fourth, Williams,
Clemson. Distance 40.6 feet.
LEFAX NOTE BOOKS
One mile—First and second, Young
and
Rice, Clemson; third and fourth,
NOTE BOOK FILLERS
Cobb and Lillis, Carolina. Time, 4:
CLEMSON JEWELRY
52.
Discus throw—First, Waite, CaroPENNANTS
lina; second, Gleaton, Wofford; third
PILLOW COVERS
Carter, Clemson; fourth,
Brock,
Carolina. Distance 12 8.1 feet.
STATIONERY
120 high hurdles—Wade, Clemson
first; Smith, Carolina, second; CarFOUNTAIN PENS
ter, Clemson, third; Borts, Newberry,
fourth. Time 17 seconds flat.
CAMERAS
440 yard dash—Redfern, Clemson
PHOTOGtRAPHIO SUPPLD38 first; Hanahan,
Carolina, second;
Killian, Clemson, third; Meek, CaroMORRIS CANDIES
lina, fourth. Time 54 1-5.
EVERSHARP PENCILS
Pole vault—First, Erwin, Carolina; second, Cartee, Clemson and
Poole, Carolina, tied; fourth, Rogers, Clemson, Height, 11 feet.
Javelin throw—First Waite, Carolina; second, Hardin, Clemson; third,
Lightsey, Carolina;
fourth, Hall,
Clemson. Distance, 175.8 feet.
Two mile—First, Young, Clemson;
second, Prevost, Carolina
third;
m WHXAliL DltUOGIM
Cobb, Carolina; fourth, Hoffmeyer,
Wofford. Time 11 minutes, 14 seconds.
220 yard dash—First, Salley, Clem
son; second, Redfern, Clemson; third
Gleaton, Wofford; fourth,
Poole,
Carolina. Time: 23 seconds flat.

Cadet Exchange
Official
COLLEGE
BOOK-SUPPLY
STORE

The Reliable Shoe
Di
and Tailoring Shop

CLEMSON TO USE RADIO SERVICE
IN HELPING FARMERS
The Extension Service at Clemson
is planning to reach the farmers of
the state by wireless. The board of
Trustees on April 5 authorized the
establishment of a radio station, the
primary purpose of which will be to
reach the farmers with agricultural
information and instruction, chiefly
through county agents and other
field specialists, but also directly to
those farmers who may have receiving stations. Agricultural material
will be received at the Clemson station from the U. S. Department of
Agriculture and elsewhere and relayed to various parts of the state.
To this end the physics division
under direction of Professor W. E.
Godfrey will install, tea soon as possible, a long distance receiving equipment so that advantage may be taken
of the reports sent out over radio by
the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
as well as the transmitting equipment to relay these reports to county
agents and -other field workers, and
to farmers who may put in moderate

distance receiving sets. The offices
of the county agents and the three
district Extension headquarters will
be equiped with the receivings sets,
be equiped with the receiving sets,
sufficient to receive at any point in
the state may be put in for $25 to
$5'0 according to quality. But weather market and crop reports sent
daily to county agents to be posted by
them will serve the mass of farmers
who do not see fit to put in receiv
ing sets. The installation of the
more costly long distance receiving
sets and relaying apparatus at Clemson College will relieve the farmers
of the expense which would be necessary otherwise.
The question of marketing of farm
products is just now perhaps the
most prominent one in agriculture,
and it is the purpose of Director
Long of the Extension Service to use
the radio to the greatest possible extent and advantage in
promoting
better marketing.
It is clear that the U. S. Department of Agriculture intends to make
wide use of the radiophone in scattering agricultural information for
the farmers' benefit, and the decision
of the Clemson College Board of
Trustees to put in a radio outfit is in
line with the institution's general
policy of maximum public service.
CAMPUS LOCALS

courses with bright, witty and pathetic remarks, introducing a number of
guests who responded cordially.
An interesting program was ably
carried out.
Mrs. Milling, State Pres. of the U.
D. C, was the guest of Mrs. Riggs
during the conference.
Mra. Torrence, Mr. and Mrs. S.
B. Earle and Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Clinkscales attended the Grand Opera
in Atlanta last week.
Miss Benlah has been on a visit
to her home in York, S. C.
Mrs. W. W. Wood and Miss Virginia Wood spent the week-end with
Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn.
Miss Julia Hook spent Sunday
with Mrs. J. M. Steadman in Greenville.
Following are the
ages for the varsity
Davidson game.
AB
Herron
50
Salley
43
Turnipseed
50
Keel
17
Reames
50
Murr
43
Woodward
48
Boozer
11
Swetenburg
_ 17
Boone
24
Gibson
42
Rhem
11
Davis
6

A Complete Line

L Cleveland Martin

R
10
4
10
2
9
2
6
2
0
1
2
0
0

H
18
13
15
5
13
10
10
2
3
3
4
1
0

Pct.
.360
.302
.300
.294
.260
.233
.209
.182
.172
.125
.095
.091
.000

The thirteenth conference of the
Piedmont District, United Daughters
of the Confederacy, met with the
John C. Calhoun, chapter at Clemson College, April 28 and 2 9, 192 2.
6—1
—
—
A beautiful reception was given for
Team Batting ... 412 48 99 .241
the State Officers and delegates at
the home of Mrs. D. W. Daniel,
LATEST SONG HITS
Friday evening, and in spite of bad
"Short Sheets Make the Bed Seem
weather the Campus people turned Longer."
out in full force to welcome the visi"A Miss is as Good as a Mrs."
tors.
"They Don't Serve Spoons with
Coffee 'Cause the Music is so StirAn elaborate luncheon was served ring."
in the Agricultural Building Satur"I Never Knew That Red Meant
day morning. Mrs. F. T. Dargan, as Danger 'Till I Saw it on Her Cheek."
toastmistress,
interspersed
the
—Crimson

■ ■

We Have

batting averincluding the

Take It From The Air
NOT only music, but news, speeches, messages
of every sort, are today being picked out of
the air.
"How has this come about?" we ask.
The new impetus given to radio development may
be definitely associated with the development of the
high power vacuum tube, for that made broadcasting
possible. And the power tube originated from a
piece of purely theoretical research, which had no
connection with radio.
When a scientist in the Research Laboratories of
the General Electric Company found that electric
current could be made to pass through the highest
possible vacuum and could be varied according to
fixed laws, he established the principle of the power
tube and laid the foundation for the "tron" group of
devices.
These devices magnify the tiny telephone currents
produced by the voice and supply them to the
antenna, which broadcasts the messages. At the
receiving end, smaller "trons", in turn, magnify the
otherwise imperceptible messages coming to them
from the receiving antenna.
Great accomplishments are not picked out of the
air. Generally, as in this case, they grow from one
man's insatiable desire to find out the "how" of
things.
Scientific research discovers the facts. Practical
applications follow in good time.

General Office

Schenectady, N. Y.
JS-S02HD

SMOKER Its a darn poor sport who can't take
a joke
Seniors Guests at Smoker Given By He'll laugh till he cries if its on some
other bloke
Old Boys.
But get one on him and he's down
on you for life
On the night of Friday, April 28
the Seniors were guests at one of He wants to carve your eyeballs out
and serve them on a knife.
the most enjoyable occasions of the
year, given by the Local Alumni.
"Palm Olive Smith. "Boy, what
Prof. Rhodes of the class of '07,
president of the local chapter, was makes this soap so hard?"
"Little Daddy" Ryan: "It ought to
toastmaster and kept things going
be
hard, its Castile (cast steel).
in splendid style. H. C. Tillman of
the class of '03 delivered the address
"It's lucky I have on a light fall
of the evening, choosing as his theme
suit," said the young man as he
"Boost the College and watch Clemtoppled off the skyscraper.
son grow." He emphasized the fact
that the best way to help the college
Simple Sam Sawyer saw
sweet
is to "knock the knockers" and tell
Susie Snoot
people the truth about what the ColSaid Sam, "She saw Sammie, so
lege is doing.
Sammie shall scoot."
His address was followed by ice
So Sam scooted schooiward sighcream, and "Sam" Sherard of the
ing solmenly, "Sticks,
class of '08. Prof Sease of the class
She says she's sixteen—sure she's
'96 delivered the ice cream, while
seventy-six."
"Sam" delivered a few hot ones thar
kept the crowd roaring. It was easy
No, Eczema, there are other places
to see that he was the main attrac- where they have extras besides at a
tion of the evening, by the way in dance.
which he drew crowds to listen to
his tales.
C. G. "Set the alarm for two,
Short talks were made by Prof. please.
Rhodes, Prof. Sease, Prof. Klugh of
Sgt. of the Guard: "You, and who
the class of '9 6, Prof McSwain of else?"
theciass of '03, and D. F. Folger of
Father: "Isn't that young man
the class of '16, secretary of the
Alumni Association. "Dave" Henry rather fast?"
Daughter: "Yes, Dad, but I don't
of the class of '98 was given several
chances to exercise the voioe he used think he'll get away.—Selected.
as Adjutant in the "Good Ole Days."
He: "I am going to ask you a quesNed Williams responded on behalf
tion if you answer 'yes' you mean
of the Senior Class.
Refreshments were served through- 'no', but if you do not answer, I am
out the evening and proved to be to have a kiss."
She (after deliberating): "All
very popular. In fact it was scandalous the way "Nat" Wallace smok- right, shoot."
ed cigarettes and "ducks" and RearHe: "If I should kiss you, would
den and Ackerman ate ice cream and you be angry?"
She: "
".
cake.
When the last notes of The Alma
Mater had been sung, each senior
went away feeling that the Alumni
Association would have one more
BY
loyal supporter, if nothing happened
before June 6.

DANIEL'S ELOQUENT PLEA GETS LOCAL
RESULTS FOR MARKET PLAN
Many Farmers Sign Co?operative
Marketing Blanks Following Strongest Plea for Co-operation Ever
Heard Here—Clemson Humorist
Delights All.
The strongest plea for the organ
ization among farmers of this state
ever heard in Anderson was made
yesterday afternoon by Dr. D. W.
Daniel, poet, teacher, and humorist
of Clemson College, who addressed
a large gathering of farmers and
business men gathered to hear the
merits of co-operative marketing expounded.
An eloquent plea, spicy
here and there with his inimitable
humor made a profound impression
on Dr. Daniel's hearers, who
sat
spellbound during his fights of oratory and rocked the building with
their laughter when the speaker
would start his endless
chain of
jokes and anecdotes. For Dr. Daniel
is an orator of the first water. And
he is something else too—a humorist
that makes one believe he is a Mark
Twain and Bill Nye all bound into
one volume and presented in leather
covers. His speech yesterday afternoon was a masterpiece that would
lose its irresistible philosphy when
put in cold type, but coming from
his fluent tongue, it went straight to
the heart fo his hearers. Many farmers signed the co-operative contracts after the meeting.
—Anderson Tribune
ALUMNI NEWS
The Clemson Alumni are to elect
officers for the comin gyear. The
ballot is to be as follows:
For President, to serve one year.
J. C. Duckworth, '01 Greenville,
S. C.
C. W. Legerton, '03, Charleston,
S. C.
G. W. Speer, '08 Anderson, S. C.
B. R. Turnipseed, '9 6, Spartanburg,
S. C.
R. H. Walker, '11, Appleton, S. C.
For Vice-President, three to be elected to serve one yea*
W. A. Barnett, '10, Greenwood, S.
C.
F. P. Caughman, '08, Columbia,
S. C.
J. T. Crawford, '11, Anderson, S.
C.
W C. Crum, '10 Orangeburg S.
C.
J. B. Douthit, Jr '15, Pendleton,
S. C.
C. M. Furman, Jr. '9 6, Greenville
S. C.
J. E. Jenkins, '11, Charleston, S.
C.
J. N. McBride, '14, Florence, S. C.
Q. B. Newman '01, Washington,
D. C.
E. H. Pinckney, '10, Charleston,
S. C.
W. M. Rosborough '08, New York
N. Y.
T. D. Truluck, '20, Union, S. C.
S. M. Ward, Jr., '02, New York,
N. Y.
R. S. Wolfe, '11, Orangeburg, S.
C.
H. M. Woodward, '11, Savannah,
Ga.
For Governing Board, one to be
elected to serve five years.
C. K. Creitzberg, '99, Rock Hill, S.
C.
J. E. Dunlap, '14, Hartsville, S. C.
E. H. Shuler, '09, Spartanburg,
S. C.
H.
C. Wannamaker, Jr., '16,
Orangeburg, S. C.
W. P. White, '10, Greenville, S. C.
For Athletic Council, one alumnus
and one member of the faculty to be
elected to serve one year.
L. P. Slattery, '05, Greenville, S.
C.
D. J. Watson, '15, Anderson, S C.
(Faculty Representative)
H. W. Barre, '05.
W. W. Klugh, '96.

ALUMNI GIVE

DIAMOND DUST

SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Goods In town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.

Special Attention Given to
ordering

Athletic

Goods,

only two days required.
Robt- Barns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minimax Silk and Wool
Hose.

Rackets Restrung,
Sweaters,
White Ducks,
Basketball Shoes,
Tennis Rackets.

SLOAN BROS.

* 1

J. O. JONES CO.
GIUCBMVILLJi, ft. O.

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Clothes
Manhaftea Shit ts

Stetson Hats

CLBMftON HEADQUARTERS EN GREEN VILLE.

Sene

THE ANDERSON GLEE CLUB
The Anderson Glee Club concert on
Saturday night was one of the best
performances given here this season.
The choruses, Quartets numbers, and
duets provoked much well deserved
applause.
The soprano solos by Miss Norma
Bass and the dancing by the little
Miss Wevers and Miss White deserves
special commendation. These were
unquestionably the features of the
program. Miss Bass is gifted with
an unusually fine voice. The conclusion of her solo "April Morn"
was immediately followed by a burst
of appreciative applause. She was
compelled to respond twice to encore
by the entirely captivated audience.
The younger Miss Wever, scarcely
past her sixth summer astounded
the audience with her unusual grace
and perfect sense of time.
The young ladies have made the
statement that they have yet to appear before a more appreciative audience. Their concert was worthy
of even more.

And the Tiger took the feathers
out of the Gamecock's tail.
Carolina's errors asisted us in winning Wednesday but you can't overlook the fact that the Tiger's baserunning and quick thinking were
the real causes of our victory.
Mr. Peters was the Gamecock's
star, pitching a good game and getting three hits out of three trips.
Jack Reames pilfered the keystone
sack three times in
Wednesday's
game.
Runt Herron made a pretty running catch of Belk's drive to left
field in the sixth frame.
The outer gardeners are functioning in first class order this season,
making only one bobble thus far.
Wade Woodward accepted 19
chances in the two games last week
and made only one error.

CLEMSON
What The College is Doing.
RESIDENT INSTRUCTION AND PUBLIC SERVICE
Resident Distraction Includes work In—
(a) Agricultural Department
(b) Academic Department
(c) Chemistry Department
(d) Engineering Department
(e) Military Department
(f) Textile Department
(g) Summer School
Public Service—
(a) Agricultural Research Includes experimental and research work at the college; branch experiment stations
at Summervllle and Florence; co-operative experimental
work with individual farmers; and publications.

Keel and Turnipseed each straightened one out for three sacks Thursday.
Rhett's looked good for the
NEW BOOKS
circuit but McLeod made record
speed recovering it and stopped TurMatches, and How To Bum Them
nip at third.
—By H. H. Howard.
Wireless Telegraphy Made Easy—
The weather man broke up the
By F. E. Durham.
Newberry and Erskine games. Things
How to Raise Pedigreed Pups— looked like winter weather around
By M. W. Sams and L. A. Buckmeyer Tigertown for a while.

(b)

(d)

Live Stock Sanitary Work includes cattle tick eradication; tuberculosis eradication; hog cholera control; and
Investigation, control and quarantine of contagious diseases.

Mr. Monte, the sport scribe of the
Greenville News takes this poke at
us Monday.
"And mebbe the Clemson football
isn't the class of Carolina and the
south, too, for that matter.
The
Tigers, under "Doc" Stewart, will
journey to Hawaii after the season
closes this fall and play the University of Hawaii in Honolulu on New
Year's day. Clemson won't enjoy
the trip much, however,' unless they
carry Furman's scalp under their
belt."
To which, say we, that the Tigers
ARE going to enjoy that trip and if
Furman's scalp is all that will be
necessary to make it pleasant, will
have their cup of joy filled to overflowing.

(e)

Crop Pest Work is a protection against importation of
diseased plants, seeds and nursery stock.

(f)

Miscellaneous includes scholarships; building plans for
rural schools; and manufacture of State flags at cost
for schools.

KRAZY KOLLUM BY KOO KOO

Tee: "That fellow who
makes
artificial lightning is a wonder, isn't
he?"
Total. "Naw, I know lots of people
who can make moonshine and it's
the real stuff."

"Shorty" Duckworth. (Standing on
sideline
at ball game) "Hey move
The following classes will hold
reunions during 1922: '02, '07, '12, your knee, I can't see thru it."
and '17.
Kadet. "Germany isn't the only
place where marks have gone down
J. S. H. Clarkson, who is now just look at my report."
farming at Lugoff, S. C, was on the
campus last Monday.
Professor: "What's the matter
with your voice Mr .werts?"
The following alumni will be here
Broadus Werts. "I talked thru a
for commencement this year. Jim screen door yesterday and strained
Lynal, S. M. Ward Jr., and others.
These men are oS New York City.

(c)

Extension Service includes county agent work; agricultural club work; specialists' work; agricultural
publications; agricultural lectures; and advisory correspondence. The home demonstration work is directed by Winthrop College.
Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis.

THE WHOLE STATE IS THE COLLEGE CAMPUS

Student Enrollment over 1,000.
W. M. RIGGS, PRESIDENT
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson College, S. C.
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